MEMO
February 28, 2014

To: District Engineers

From: Carol T. Rawson, P.E., Director
       Traffic Operations Division

Subject: Work in Exit Gore Standard Sheets, TCP(6-8) -14 & TCP(6-9) -14

The Traffic Operations Division has developed the Work in Exit Gore Standard Sheets, TCP(6-8) - 14 and TCP(6-9) -14. These standard sheets provide additional guidance and enhance safety for work being done in the gore area. The standard sheets should be used immediately for Short Duration work (up to 1 daylight hour) or Short Term Stationary (Daytime work that occupies a location for more than 1 hour in a single day light period).

TxDOT Maintenance Forces should use these standard sheets immediately. This standard sheet will be applicable to all new construction projects beginning with the July 2014 letting, but may be used sooner if the contractors choose to.

If you have any questions, please contact Michael Chacon at (512) 416-3120 or me at (512) 416-3200.
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